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Abstract 
Decision-taking problems appear on everyone’s day-to-day life. These problems usually comprise vast 

range of points of view, where a set of alternatives or actions is evaluated. When in presence of 

certain contexts, where riskier decisions must be taken it’s important to establish and define a 

structure to explicitly evaluate the alternatives or actions under the criteria considered. ELECTRE III, 

defined as an outranking technique from the ELECTRE family methods, constitute one of the most 

popular approaches for MCDA problems. However, this method displays some instability in ranking 

alternatives in certain contexts and under specific circumstances. This phenomenon is known as rank 

reversal. Although some works have been developed regarding this subject, this Master Dissertation 

aims to tackle this type of ranking irregularities presenting a deeper and more developed form for 

generating data to incite the occurrence of the rank reversal phenomenon. In that sense, to achieve 

those goals primarily a description of the algorithm is made; secondly a literature review focused on 

the application of the algorithm and on studies regarding its limitations are presented; and finally 

implementation of this resorting to C programming language and the performance of computational 

tests are conducted. Thus, the present Dissertation represents a complement to studies lead, over the 

past years, by other authors. 

 

Key words: MCDA, ELECTRE III, Rank Reversal, Outranking Methods 
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Resumo 
Problemas de decisão fazem parte do dia-a-dia de todos nós. Estes problemas, normalmente, 

possuem uma vasta gama de pontos de vista, onde um conjunto de alternativas ou ações é avaliado. 

Em certos contextos, onde a tomada de decisões com algum risco associado deverá ser feita, é 

importante estabelecer e definir uma estrutura para explicitamente avaliar as alternativas ou ações 

nos critérios considerados. ELECTRE III, definido como uma técnica de ordenação da família dos 

métodos ELECTRE, constitui uma das abordagens mais populares para problemas de MCDA. No 

entanto, este método apresenta alguma instabilidade na ordenação de alternativas em certos 

contextos e em circunstâncias específicas. Este fenómeno é designado de rank reversal. Apesar de 

alguns estudos terem sido desenvolvidos tendo em conta este tema, esta Dissertação tem como 

principal objectivo abordar este tipo de “irregularidades” na ordenação, apresentando uma profunda e 

mais desenvolvida forma de gerar dados que incite a ocorrência deste fenómeno de rank reversal. 

Neste sentido, e de modo a atingir estes objectivos é feita, numa primeira instância, uma descrição do 

algoritmo; segundamente uma revisão de literatura focada na aplicação deste e em estudos 

relativamente às suas limitações são apresentados; e finalmente, implementação do algoritmo de 

ELECTRE III recorrendo à linguagem de programação C e a execução de testes computacionais são 

efectuados. Assim, a presente Dissertação de Mestrado representa um complemento a estudos 

conduzidos, ao longo destes últimos anos, por diferentes autores. 

 

Palavras-Chave: MCDA, ELECTRE III, Rank Reversal, Métodos de Prevalência  
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1. Introduction 

Although its maturity, Multiple Criteria Decision Making/ Aiding (MCDM/A) is still a developing field that 

dispose various tools enabling the Decision Maker (DM) to solve complex decision problems, taking 

always into consideration several, but normally contradictory, points of view (Vincke, 1992). In contrast 

to the classical methods regarding this field of operations research, MCDM methods do not yield to the 

“optimum” solution that is best considering all criteria. Instead they can help improve the quality of 

decisions by making the process of making a decision more explicit, efficient and rational (Wang & 

Triantaphyllou, 2008; Zak, 2011). However some limitations of these might emerge, under specific 

situations that consequently change the indication of the “best” ranked action(s).  

The present chapter constitutes an outline of this Master Dissertation. It comprises a brief 

contextualization of the subject, the research methodology followed, and finally the Master 

Dissertation goals and the structure adopted. 

1.1. Contextualization 

Problems in decision-making that every human being face in a daily basis, whose complexity and 

frequency are embedded in a vast range of activities, require the development of methods to aid the 

Decision Maker (DM) in the decision-making. Implicitly and regularly, the DM weigh multiple criteria 

and he or she may be comfortable with the consequences of his or her decisions that are mostly made 

based in intuition. However, when there’s more risk associated with the decision-making, it’s not only 

important, but it’s also essential to define and structure the problem and explicitly evaluate multiple 

criteria.   

For several years, decision problems were only stated taking into account only one criterion. This 

lead to the simplification and “disesteem” of the multidimensional property of decisional problems 

confining it to one and only one scale of measure. This can be verified, even today for example, in 

papers and textbooks of Operations Research, where a very detailed, defined and methodological 

approach is conducted when facing a decision problem, i.e. reducing problems to a singular point of 

view (e.g. a single objective function) that represents the predilection or dislike of the DM, and then 

proceed to maximization (or minimization) of that particular objective. This kind of approach is very 

restrictive and reductive. Thus, and in order to “fight” the constraints put down by the previous method, 

for the past years a new ways and methods have been developed, taking into consideration the 

plurality of points of view existing in the decision-making process – Multiple-Criteria Decision Analysis 

(Figueira et al., 2005).  

The development of MCDA goes back to the 18th century. Many of its important aspects are 

related with several works in economics, conducted essentially in voting oriented social choice theory 

by Le Marquis de Condorcet and Jean-Charles de Borda. In addition works carried out by Vilfredo 

Federico Damaso Pareto regarding the concept of efficiency, in the 19th and 20th century, also became 

a reference to MCDA (Koksalan et. al, 2013). Nevertheless, contemporary MCDA benefits from the 

birth and developments of game theory, where John von Neuman and Edouard Justin Emile Borel are 
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considered the fathers of this subject (Figueira et al., 2005). Besides that, Bernard’s Roy works related 

with outranking relations in 1960s revolutionized the decision-aiding process (Ishizaka & Nemery, 

2013) and published his first paper on this topic in 1968 (Roy, 1968).  

MCDA main focus is to introduce procedures, methods as well as other decision-aiding tools to 

solve problems (see Appendix I), and consequently support the DMs to make better and grounded 

decisions. These methods can be classified in two main categories. Firstly according to the moment of 

the definition of the DM’s preferences and secondly according to the way of its aggregation. Regarding 

the first category it is identified the following three classifications for methods (Zak, 2011): 

- Methods where the preferences of the DM are defined a priori (e.g. ELECTRE methods, 

Promethee); 

- Methods where the preferences are defined a posteriori (e.g. PSA method); 

- Interactive methods (e.g. GDF, SWT, Steur Procedure, etc.). 

According to the second category it is distinguished two major streams of MCDA methods (Zak, 2011), 

i.e.: 

- Methods based on utility function (American methods. e.g. AHP (T.L. Saaty, 1980), UTA 

(Jacquet-Lagreze & Siskos, 1982)); 

- Methods based on outranking relations (European methods. e.g. ELECTRE family methods 

(Roy, 1990), Promethee (Brans et al., 1986)). 

It is in this context, of pairwise outranking relations and where the definition of the preference is a 

priori done, that the present Master Dissertation is inserted. In that sense it will be covered an 

outranking relations’ based technique from the ELECTRE family methods, more concretely ELECTRE 

III method. The idea here relies on the implementation of the algorithm and its analysis through the 

execution of computational tests. The objective of this is to study the instability attached to the 

algorithm when random MCDA problems are generated. 

1.2. Research Methodology 

The development of this Master Dissertation is based on a secondary research methodology. In other 

words the knowledge and the information presented and discussed along this Master Dissertation are 

grounded mainly on papers and studies conducted by a vast set of authors all around the world. 

For that means, these papers were obtained resorting to an online scientific, technical, and 

medical research databases such as b-on1 (biblioteca de conhecimento online) and sciencedirect2. 

On the other hand, since it’s a very specific field of study some of the majority of the papers 

describing the algorithm has been made available by my supervisor Prof. José Rui Figueira, once he 

has been developed, authored and co-authored several works regarding this subject. 

                                                        
1 http://www.b-on.pt 
2 http://www.sciencedirect.com 
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1.3. Master Dissertation Goals 

The main focus of the investigation conducted in this Master Dissertation comprises the study and 

analysis of one of the most popular model of the ELECTRE family techniques and outranking 

methods: ELECTRE III. Several questions might appear such as, for example: What are the reasons 

and the problems associated to this method that constitute an object of study? Are there any previous 

studies that address this problematic? What are the differences of this in comparison to previous 

studies? And finally what is the relevance of this to future developments and to the MCDA field? 

The following Master Dissertation intends to proceed for an implementation of the respective 

outranking algorithm and afterwards perform some computational tests aiming to study the ranking 

irregularities registered and verified in this family of methods when in presence of certain 

circumstances and under specific situations. Although some works have been conducted for that 

means, this research will constitute a complement to these studies, since more deep and developed 

data generation will take place in order to provoke the instability of the algorithm.  

1.4. Master Dissertation Structure 

The present Master Dissertation is divided into the following: 

- Chapter 2: presents information about the problem, and in addition a description of the 

algorithm and its all “constituents” are made; 

- Chapter 3: expose the set of papers and studies reviewed. Here studies regarding the 

limitations and features of the method can be found. Besides that, these papers particularly 

cover the vast range of application of the methods to real-life MCDA problems; 

- Chapter 4: highlights the different possible ways that could lead to the occurrence of the rank 

reversal phenomenon; 

- Chapter 5: presents a brief example where a “sensitivity” analysis is performed covering the 

occurrences of ranking irregularities when the different conditions described in the previous 

chapter are imposed. It can also be found comments derived regarding the reasons behind 

this undesirable behavior displayed by the ELECTRE III algorithm; 

- Chapter 6: presents a statistical study regarding the occurrence of the rank reversal 

phenomenon. Here random problems were generated in order to make it possible to conduct 

such study; 

- Chapter 7: the reader can find final conclusions and future developments derived.  
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2. Problem  

The present Master Dissertation aims to tackle one of the main limitations of MCDA problems 

performed by pairwise outranking relation methods – specifically ELECTRE III. An implementation of 

the algorithm behind this method will be done using a programming language (in this master 

dissertation ELECTRE III algorithm will be implemented in C), and computational tests will be 

performed for testing purposes. The information contained in this chapter results from research and 

reading of several papers and studies made by several authors, including my supervisor Prof. José 

Rui Figueira, comprising this area of operations research and management science. 

In the following section, and in order to better understand the subject in study, definition of the 

problem is given and a detailed description of ELECTRE III method will be presented followed by an 

illustrative example for easing comprehension. 

2.1. Problem Definition 

Although its popularity in solving decisional problems, ELECTRE III method exhibit an undesirable 

behavior when ranking alternatives/actions, in a certain context and under certain circumstances. In 

contrary to other methods of the ELECTRE family, ELECTRE III doesn’t satisfy the property of “the 

independence with respect to irrelevant actions“ (Figueira et al., 2013), that is when a comparison 

between two actions is performed, the preference relation assigned should be independent of the 

presence or nonexistence of actions to rank, and on the other hand should not depend of the 

preference relation that the considered two actions have with the remaining ones. 

Research and computational tests performed by several authors, particularly Wang and 

Triantaphyllou (2008), came to confirm and showed that this method, when applied to real life and/or 

to randomly generated MCDA problems, might change the indication of the best ranked action(s), 

when a new non-optimal action is added or replaced by an another worse one. This phenomenon, as 

it will be covered up and referred to along this dissertation, is known as rank reversal.  

The various studies conducted regarding the instability of the algorithm demonstrate that the 

irregularities, verified when ELECTRE III method is used, pop up in decision problems where the 

alternatives are closely related to each other (Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008). Beside that, the nature of 

data required by this method is somehow poorly established, due to the fact of the requisites of 

ELECTRE III for purely ordinal scales, in contrary to other methods that require a richer type of scales. 

This raises the issue that what is showed by this method, regarding the rank reversal phenomenon, 

“shed some light” to the lack of robustness when comparing two actions/alternatives, due to the fact of 

the values assigned to the thresholds (see subsection 2.3.2), and also to the manner that these two 

actions/alternatives are compared with the remaining ones (Figueira et al., 2013; Figueira & Roy, 

2009). 

In that sense, and taking into consideration the foregoing, if in presence of decision makers that 

express some sort of comfort for stable results, this kind of irregularities displayed by the algorithm 

could represent an “ache” for them.     
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2.2. Brief Introduction to ELECTRE Methods  

Since their birth, which started in XX century with the aim to overcome some limitations of a general 

multiple criteria method known as MARSAN (Methode d’Analyse, de Recherche, et de Selection 

d’Activities Nouvelles) (Iniestra & Gutiérrez, 2009), ELECTRE (Elimination Et Choix Traduisant la 

REalité – Elimination and Choice Expressing the REality) methods have been applied to a vast range 

of multi-criteria real-decision problems, “ranging from agriculture to environment and water 

management, from finance to project selection, from personnel recruiting to transportation”, etc. 

(Figueira et al., 2013).  

These methods are constructed based on two main phases. The first one corresponds to an 

aggregation procedure, which basically proceeds to the construction of one or several outranking 

relations between actions/alternatives based on their performances on a certain criterion, and assigns 

a unique preference situation from the following four possible situations (Figueira et al., 2013; Nijkamp 

et al., 1990): 

- Indifference: represents a situation of equivalence between two actions; 

- Strict Preference: expresses a situation where there is strong reasons favoring one of the 

two actions; 

- Weak Preference: indicates a situation where, although invalidate a strict preference relation 

favoring one of the two actions, there are no clear reasons to validate an indifference relation 

between the two considered actions, making it difficult to assign one of the preceding 

situations; 

- Incomparability: denotes a situation where it is impossible to assign one of the previous 

three relations.  

The second phase corresponds to an exploitation procedure where a final partial pre-order is 

produced, that combines two complete pre-orders (Dias et al., 2006; Tervonen et al., 2004). It is 

important to point out that ELECTRE methods comprise various exploitation procedures, where each 

one is specific to a certain problematic (see Roy 1996). Regarding this, there’s three major categories 

that can be distinguished in MCDA problems, which are: choosing, sorting and ranking (Figueira et al., 

2013).  

In the present dissertation the method in study, ELECTRE III, is included in the ranking 

problematic (Figueira et al., 2013). This method is described in the next section. 

2.3. ELECTRE III 

The information in this section is grounded on studies conducted by various authors and can be found 

in Dias et al. (2006) and Tervonen et al. (2004). 

ELECTRE III method, based on the so-called “ordering graphs” that refers to the concept of partial 

comparability, comprises two main stages. The first one, which corresponds to an aggregation 

procedure, is based on a pairwise comparison of each one of the considered actions to the remaining 

ones. This is performed as an assessment to the credibility of the assertion “action a is at least as 
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good as action b”, commonly referred as “a outranks b” (denoted by !"#), where three main aspects 

are taken in consideration:  

- The indifference and preference thresholds, 

- The weights of each criterion  

- Possible incomparability between actions or alternatives, translate it by the veto threshold. 

In this first phase two main indices are computed: the comprehensive concordance index and the 

discordance index. While the first one, which is computed by aggregating the concordance indices and 

considering the weights of each criterion, measures whether the performances of the actions a and b 

are in concordance with the assertion “action a is at least as good as action b”, the second one 

expresses in what measure the performances of these actions are in discordance with the assertion. 

By combining these two indices, it is possible to measure comprehensively the credibility of the 

assertion “a outranks b”.  

The second phase of the method corresponds to an exploitation procedure in which a ranking 

algorithm is applied taking into account a distillation threshold. The ultimate result of this phase gives 

birth to a final partial pre-order. Figure 1 gives an overview of the whole ELECTRE III algorithm. 

 

Figure 1: ELECTRE III method’s general structure (Dias et al., 2006) 

Thus ELECTRE III method can be broken into 6 main steps, which are going to be described in detail 

in the next subsections: 

1. Determination of the concordance indices; 

2. Computation of the comprehensive concordance indices; 

3. Determination of the discordance indices; 

4. Construction of the fuzzy outranking relation; 

5. Construction of two complete pre-orders; 

Set of actions Family of pseudo-criteria 

Performance of the actions in each criterion 

Preference and Indifference 
Thresholds 

Weights Veto Threshold 

Discordance Indices Concordance Indices 

Comprehensive Concordance Indices 

Fuzzy Outranking Relation 

Destillation 
Threshold 

Two Complete Pre-Orders 

Final Partial Pre-Order 

Aggregation Procedure 

Exploitation Procedure 
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6. Construction of the final partial pre-order. 

Before going deeper in the description of the different stages of ELECTRE III, it is important to define 

the notation that will be used henceforward. Besides that, it is pertinent to introduce additional 

information regarding a crucial feature of ELECTRE family methods – Thresholds (see section 1.2.2). 

2.3.1. Notation  

- ! = !!,!!,… ,!!,… ,!!  : a finite set of actions or alternatives to rank; 
- ! = !!,!!,… ,!!,… ,!!  : a coherent family of criteria; 

- !! !  : the evaluation (or performance) of action a on criterion !!, for ! = 1 , 2 ,…  , !; 

- !! : the relative importance coefficient attached to criterion !!, for ! = 1 , 2 ,…  , !; 

- !! !! ! = !! × !! ! + !!  : the direct indifference threshold of action a compared with 

action b, when the preferences are in the increasing direction and !! ! < !! ! , for ! =
1 , 2 ,…  , !; 

- !! !! ! = !! × !! ! + !! : the direct preference threshold of action a compared with action 

b, when the preferences are in the increasing direction and !! ! < !! ! , for ! = 1 , 2 ,…  , !; 

- !! !! ! = !! × !! ! + !!  : the direct veto (prohibition/rejection) threshold of action a 

compared with action b, when the preferences are in the increasing direction and !! ! <
!! ! , for ! = 1 , 2 ,…  , !; 

- !! : the indifference relation on criterion !!; 
- !! : the strict preference relation on criterion !!; 
- !! : the weak preference relation on criterion !!; 
- !"! : the veto-preference relation on criterion !!; 

2.3.2. Thresholds 
When a reference to discriminating thresholds is made, we forcibly are obliged to consider a pseudo-

criterion model. This model, in contrast with the true-criterion model, allows the use of these 

thresholds with the purpose to tackle the “impact of imperfect knowledge may have on the manner of 

defining a criterion for modeling the preferences of a decision-maker” (Roy et al., 2014). In other 

words, it permits to consider the uncertainty, inaccuracy and ill-determination (Dias et al., 2006) 

attached to the performances. 

There’s three main thresholds, and are defined as follows: 

- The indifference threshold: denotes the largest difference in performance between actions, 

that is judged as compatible with an indifference situation; 

- The preference threshold: denotes the smallest difference in performance between actions, 

where a strict preference regarding the action with the best preference is expressed by the 

decision-maker; 
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- The veto threshold: corresponds to the smallest difference in the performances between 

actions, where the decision-maker is incapable to assign one of the three situations 

mentioned previously: preference relation or indifference relation. 

It´s important to pinpoint a very important aspect of this pseudo-criterion model that is the hesitation 

between strict preference and indifference situations. This occur when the respective thresholds 

(preference and indifference thresholds) are not equal, which allow the existence of a “region” where 

the performance differences are greater than the indifference thresholds, but equally less or equal to 

the preference threshold. “The discriminating thresholds allow thus, in case where ! > !, to delimit an 

ambiguity zone in which it is not possible to “cut” between a preference or an indifference in favor of 

the action with the best performance” (Roy et al., 2014). 

In ELECTRE methods it’s possible to consider the performances of two actions to be compared 

regarding the worst one (threshold is said to be direct) or in terms of the best one (threshold is said to 

be inverse). For example, for a criterion for which has been defined a percentage of 20% for the 

indifference threshold and considering two actions with 80 and 100 score respectively, and assuming 

that the definition mode of the criterion is direct, then the preference relation between the two 

considered actions on this criterion is not of indifference (indifference threshold = 16). But if on the 

other hand the definition mode of the criterion is made in an inverse manner, then there’s an 

indifference relation between the two actions (indifference threshold = 20) (Tam et al., 2003). 

Lets consider actions ! and !, where ! !  and ! !  denote their performances respectively, and 

! ! ≥ ! ! . For pseudo-criterion ! with direct thresholds and increasing preference direction, the 

following conditions hold for such ordered pair of actions !, ! ∈ !: 

 !!!!⟺ !! ! − !! ! ≤ !! !! !  (1) 

 !!!!⟺ !! !! ! < !! ! − !! ! ≤ !! !! !  (2) 

 !!!!⟺ !! !! ! < !! ! − !! ! ≤ !! !! !  (3) 

 !"#!!⟺ !! ! − !! ! > !! !! !  (4) 

For pseudo-criterion !  with inverse thresholds and increasing preference direction, the following 

conditions hold for the pair of actions !, ! ∈ !: 

 !!!!⟺ !! ! − !! ! ≤ !! !! !  (5) 

 !!!!⟺ !! !! ! < !! ! − !! ! ≤ !! !! !  (6) 

 !!!!⟺ !! !! ! < !! ! − !! ! ≤ !! !! !  (7) 
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 !"#!!⟺ !! ! − !! ! > !! !! !  (8) 

Figure 2 summarizes the relations between direct and inverse thresholds and with increasing 

preference direction. Note that the performance of !! !  varies, while !! !  is fixed. 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the relation between direct and inverse thresholds (max) – (Roy et al., 2014) 

 

In the same way this can be defined for a criterion to be minimized (see Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Illustration of the relation between direct and inverse thresholds (min) – (Roy et al., 2014) 

 

For coherency reasons two conditions are related and must be fulfilled by the direct discriminating 

thresholds and inverse discriminating thresholds (condition 1 and 2 respectively) (Dias et al., 2006; 

Roy et al., 2014). 

Condition 1 

i. If g is a criterion to be maximized and ! ! > ! ! , then 

 !! !! ! − !! !! !
!! ! − !! !

≥ −1 
(9) 

ii. If g is a criterion to be minimized and ! ! < ! ! , then 

!!(!) !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)− !! !!!(!)! !!(!)− !! !!!(!)! !!(!)− !! !!!(!)! 

!!!! !!!! !!!! !!"!! !!!! !!!! !!"!! 

!!(!) 

Preference 

InI Direct Thresholds Inverse Thresholds 

!!(!) !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)− !! !!!(!)! !!(!)− !! !!!(!)! !!(!)− !! !!!(!)! 

!!!! !!!! !!!! !!"!! !!!! !!!! !!"!! 

!!(!) 

Preference 

InI Inverse Thresholds Direct Thresholds 
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 !! !! ! − !! !! !
!! ! − !! !

≤ 1 
(10) 

Condition 2 

i. If g is a criterion to be maximized and ! ! > ! ! , then 

 !!! !! ! − !!! !! !
!! ! − !! !

≤ 1 
(11) 

ii. If g is a criterion to be minimized and ! ! < ! ! , then 

 !!! !! ! − !!! !! !
!! ! − !! !

≥ −1 
(12) 

By replacing p by q in the above two conditions, it will be obtained the coherency conditions of the 

direct and inverse indifference discriminating thresholds. If a veto threshold exists, it’s only necessary 

to replace p by v in order to get the respective coherency conditions for direct and inverse thresholds. 

In practical situations, the discriminating variable thresholds described so far can be modeled as 

affine functions (Roy et al., 2014). Equation 13 and 14 describe the calculation of these as for the case 

of direct thresholds and equation 15 and 16 in case of inverse thresholds. 

 ! ! ! = !!! ! + !! (13) 

 ! ! ! = !!! ! + !! (14) 

 !! ! ! = !!! ! ! + !!!  (15) 

 !! ! ! = !!! ! ! + !!!  (16) 

From the conditions 1 and 2 (Eq. 9-12) the following ones are imposed for consistency reasons: 

i. Direct thresholds and increasing preference direction 

 !! ≥ −1 (17) 

 

ii. Direct thresholds and decreasing preference direction 

 !! ≤ 1 (18) 
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iii. Inverse thresholds and increasing preference direction 

 !!! ≤ 1 (19) 

 

iv. Inverse thresholds and decreasing preference direction 

 !!! ≥ −1 (20) 

In any case, it’s necessary to guarantee that the coefficients ! and ! do not return a negative value for 

a threshold. And, as before, replacing p by q or v in the aforementioned conditions, it will be obtained 

the consistency conditions of the direct and inverse for the indifference and veto discriminating 

thresholds. 

Thus, and by the definitions made in equations 13-16, it’s possible to establish the following 

relations between inverse and direct thresholds: 

i. If g is a criterion to be maximized 

 !!! =
!!

1 + !!
  ;   !!! =

!!
1 + !!

      !"#ℎ !! > −1 
(21) 

ii. If g is a criterion to be minimized 

 !!! =
!!

1 − !!
  ;   !!! =

!!
1 − !!

      !"#ℎ !! < 1 
(22) 

In both cases, replacing p by q or v it will be obtained the relations between direct and inverse 

indifference or veto discriminating thresholds respectively. The proof and more information about 

these transformations can be consulted in (Roy et al., 2014), (Roy, 1985) and (Vallée & Zielniewicz, 

1994). 

Thereby, thresholds are an important “asset” for ELECTRE III. These may correspond to a simple 

constant numerical value or, as it has been seen, they might be functions of the performance assigned 

for each criterion considered. They must be known a priori, and for that the DM plays a massive role in 

their definition. Consequently, it is important to adopt systematic and consistent logical procedures to 

define the values for the discriminating thresholds in order to increase the accuracy and the 

acceptance of the results generated (Rogers & Bruen, 2000). 

All the definitions and calculations made in this subsection, regarding thresholds, are important 

and will be used in computing of the concordance indices, the comprehensive concordance indices 

and the discordance indices that will be analyzed in the next three subsections. 
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2.3.3. The Concordance Index 

The concordance index can be viewed as a measurement to see to what extent “action a outranks 

action b” on criterion !!. The determination can be made according to the four different situations 

introduced previously: 

- Case 1: Direct thresholds and increasing preference direction; 

- Case 2: Direct thresholds and decreasing preference direction; 

- Case 3: Inverse thresholds and increasing preference direction; 

- Case 4: Inverse thresholds and decreasing preference direction. 

But since it’s possible to establish a relation between inverse and direct thresholds, the calculation of 

these indices in case 3 and 4 can be made like in case 1 and 2 through the transformations described 

in equations 21 and 22. Thus it will only be explained the calculations regarding the first two contexts. 

Case 1 – Direct thresholds and increasing preference direction 

Fixing !! !  and varying !! !  it’s obtained the following graphic (Figure 4) which represent the 

variations of !! !, ! .  

 

Figure 4: Partial concordance indices (Increasing Preference Direction) – (Dias et al., 2006) 

 

Thus, the concordance index is computed according to the zone where !! !  belongs. If !! !  is 

comprised in zone: 

(1) !! ! ≤ !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 1 

(2) !! ! ≤ !! ! ≤ !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 1  

(3) !! ! + !! !! ! ≤ !! ! ≤ !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ 0 < !! !, ! < 1, where 

!! !, ! =
!! !! ! − !! ! − !! !
!! !! ! − !! !! !

 

(4) !! ! > !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 0 

 

 

 

!!(!) !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! 
!!(!) 

Preference 

0 

1 

!!(!,!) 

(!) (!) (!) (!) 
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Case 2 – Direct thresholds and decreasing preference direction 

Fixing !! !  and varying !! !  it’s obtained the graphic represented in Figure 5 which represent the 

variations of !! !, ! .  

 

Figure 5: Partial concordance indices (Decreasing Preference Direction) – (Dias et al., 2006) 

 

 Thus, if !! !  is comprised in zone: 

(1) !! ! ≤ !! ! − !! !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 0 

(2) !! ! − !! !! ! ≤ !! ! ≤ !! ! − !! !! ! ⟹ 0 < !! !, ! < 1, where 

!! !, ! =
!! !! ! − !! ! − !! !
!! !! ! − !! !! !

 

(3) !! ! − !! !! ! ≤ !! ! ≤ !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 1 

(4) !! ! ≥ !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 1 

2.3.4. The Comprehensive Concordance Index 

The comprehensive concordance index, denoted as ! !, ! , takes into account the performances in all 

criteria to expresse in what measure they’re in concordance with the assertion ! ! !. This index is 

computed as a weighted sum (Eq. 23). 

 ! !, ! = !!!! !, !!
!!!

!!!
!!!

 
(23) 

2.3.5. The Discordance Index 

The present index, denoted as !! !, ! , expresses in what measure the performances of the actions a 

and b oppose to the assertion “action a is at least as good as action b”. 

For the calculation of the dicordance index it is important to define, for each criterion, a veto threshold. 

As explained in the calculation of the concordance index (see subsection 1.2.3) it will only be 

covered the fist two cases, direct thresholds with increasing preference direction and decreasing 

preference direction respectively.  

 

!!(!)− !! !!!(!)! !!(!)− !! !!!(!)! !!(!) !!(!) 

Preference 

0 

1 

!!(!,!) 

(!) (!) (!) (!) 
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Case 1 – Direct thresholds and increasing preference direction 

Fixing !! !  and varying !! !  it’s obtained the graphic represented in Figure 6 which represent the 

variations of !! !, ! .  

 

Figure 6: Partial discordance indices (Increasing Preference Direction) – (Dias et al., 2006) 

 

Thus, if !! !  is comprised in zone: 

(1) !! ! ≤ !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 0 

(2) !! ! + !! !! ! < !! ! < !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ 0 < !! !, ! < 1, where 

!! !, ! =
!! ! − !! ! − !! !! !
!! !! ! − !! !! !

 

(3) !! ! ≥ !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 1 

Case 2 – Direct thresholds and decreasing preference direction 

Fixing !! !  and varying !! !  it’s obtained the following graphic (Figure 7) which represent the 

variations of !! !, ! .  

 

Figure 7: Partial discordance indices (Decreasing Preference Direction) – (Dias et al., 2006) 

 

Thus, if !! !  is comprised in zone: 

(1) !! ! ≤ !! ! − !! !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 1 

(2) !! ! + !! !! ! < !! ! < !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ 0 < !! !, ! < 1, where 

!!(!) !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!) 

Preference 

0 

1 

!!(!, !) 

(!) (!) (!) 

!!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! 

!!(!)− !! !!!(!)! !!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! !!(!) !!(!) 

Preference 

0 

1 

!!(!, !) 

(!) (!) (!) 

!!(!)+ !! !!!(!)! 
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!! !, ! =
!! ! − !! ! − !! !! !
!! !! ! − !! !! !

 

(3) !! ! ≥ !! ! + !! !! ! ⟹ !! !, ! = 0 

2.3.6. The Fuzzy Outranking Relation 

In ELECTRE III method the fuzzy outranking relation is denoted as a credibility index for each pair of 

actions, ! !, ! . The present index resort to the comprehensive concordance indices and the 

discordance indices in order to express in a comprehensive manner in what measure “action a is at 

leas as good as action b”. When there’s an absence of a discordance index, for a certain criterion !!, 
! !, ! = ! !, ! . On the other hand, and taking into consideration the veto threshold, ! !, ! = 0 if 
∃ ! ∶  !! !, ! = 1, whatever the weight attached to the criterion considered. 

The value of the credibiliy index can be computed by the formula represented in equation 24. 

 

! !, ! =
  ! !, ! ;                                                  !" ! !, ! = 0 
! !, ! × 1 − !! !, !

1 − ! !, !
! !,!

;            !" ! !, ! ≠ 0  (24) 

Where ! !, ! = ! ∈ !: !! !, ! > ! !, ! . 

A very important aspect of this formula corresponds to the fact that it is constructed excluding the 

possibility of a big loss on a certain criterion might be compensated by multiple small gains on the 

other criteria. Hence, the ELECTRE III technique is viewed to be fundamentally non-compensatory 

approach. 

2.3.7. The Ranking Algorithm 

The ranking algorithm is based on two main phases: the construction of two complete pre-orders and 

the construction of a final partial pre-order.   

I. First Phase – The construction of two complete pre-orders 

The construction of the two complete pre-orders is made differently. While one is obtained starting by 

the selection of the best-performing action(s) and finishing with the selection of the worst one(s), 

Descending Distillation !! , the other is built starting with the assignment of the worst ranked 

action(s) and finishing with the ranking of the best one(s), Ascending Distillation !! .  

Taking into account the set of action !, !! is expressed as a partition of ! into ! classes 

!! ,…  ,!! 

where !! corresponds to the best ranked class. In an analogous way, ! is partitioned in ! classes, 

which compose the complete pre-order !! 
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!! ,…  ,!! 

where !! is the best ranked class. In both algorithms, ascending and descending distillation, each 

class might be constituted by actions that were ranked as being equal, indifferent to each other. 

Beyond the foregoing in this subsection, and before going in much detail on the distillation 

algorithms, further information is needed that is related to the distillation, i.e., the definition of the 

distillation threshold function, ! ! . This threshold is introduced as an intuit to avoid the drawbacks 

related with the arbitrariness when computing the value of the credibility index, and is defined as 

follows: 

 ! !! = !×!! + ! (25) 

where !! ∈ 0 , 1  and represent the cutoff levels. These cutting levels are used to determine the 

successive cuts on the fuzzy outranking relation matrix, ! !, ! , and are decremented by the 

distillation algorithms from an initial value !! to zero.  

After the computation of the cutoff levels and determination of the distillation threshold, a crispy 

outranking relation is obtained, which is defined as: 

 ! !!
!!  !  iff   ! !, ! > !!                                    

 ! !, ! >  ! !, ! +  ! ! !, !  (26) 

Hence, the only arcs !, !  kept from ! !, !  are the ones that satisfy the above equation 26. 

Obtaining the crispy outranking matrix, a qualification of each action ! ∈ ! ⊂ ! is computed. This 

indicator, denoted as ! ! , aims to determine the relative positions of the actions with respect to the 

set !. For that, two other indicators must be calculated: ! !  and ! ! . The first one indicates the 

number of actions that are outranked by !, thus calculated based on the strength of the action 

considered (see equation 27). The second indicator expresses the number of actions that outrank 

action !, thus calculated based on the weakness of the action in consideration (see equation 28). 

 !!
!! ! = ! ∈ ! ∶  ! !!

!!  !  (27) 

 !!
!! ! = ! ∈ ! ∶  ! !!

!!  !  (28) 

Consequently the qualification of action ! is equal to: 

 !!
!! ! = !!

!! ! − !!
!! !  (29) 
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Descending Distillation 

For an initial cutoff level, !! , and an initial set !! = !  (with ! = 0 ), the descending distillation 

procedure begins by selecting the best ranked actions that satisfy the condition represented in 

equation 26, aiming to obtain a subset of actions with maximum qualification value. This is performed 

in an iterative manner until !! = 1 or !! = 0, after which a first class of actions is constructed, 

!! = !!. Hence a new set of actions to rank, constituted from the remaining ones, is considered after 

the first distillation, !! = ! ∖ !!. This procedure is repeated several times until all actions are ranked. 

 

Pseudo-code of the Descending Algorithm 

1: !⟵ 0 

2: !! ⟵ ! ,!!!! ⟵ 0 

3: repeat { 

4:       !⟵ 0 

5:       !! ⟵ !! 
6:       !! ⟵ !"# !,!  ∈ !! ! !, !  with ! ≠ ! 

7:       repeat { 

8:             !!!! ⟵ !"# !,!  ∈ !! ! !, !  with ! ≠ ! and ! !, ! < !! − ! !!  

9:             if ! !,! > !! − ! !! ,∀ !,! ∈ !!  then 

10:                   !!!! ⟵ 0 

11:             else end if 

12:             computation of the qualification value, ! ! , for all ! ∈ !!  

13:             !!"# ⟵ !"#! ∈ !! ! !  

14:             !!!! ⟵ ! ∈  !! ∶ ! ! = !!"#  

15:             !⟵ ! + 1 

16:       } until  !! = ! !"  !! = !  

17:       !!!! ⟵ !! 

18:       !!!! ⟵ !! ∖ !!!! 
19:       !⟵ ! + 1 

20: } until !! = ! 

Adapted from (Tervonen et al., 2004) 

 

Ascending Distillation 

The algorithm behind the ascending distillation is almost similar to the one described for the 

descending procedure. However contrarily to the previous one, and as the name suggest, the aim of 

this procedure rely on selecting the worst ranked actions in order to obtain a subset of actions with the 

minimum qualification value. 
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Pseudo-code of the Ascending Algorithm 

1: !⟵ 0 

2: !! ⟵ ! ,!!!! ⟵ 0 

3: repeat { 

4:       !⟵ 0 

5:       !! ⟵ !! 
6:       !! ⟵ !"# !,!  ∈ !! ! !, !  with ! ≠ ! 

7:       repeat { 

8:             !!!! ⟵ !"# !,!  ∈ !! ! !, !  with ! ≠ ! and ! !, ! < !! − ! !!  

9:             if ! !,! > !! − ! !! ,∀ !,! ∈ !!  then 

10:                   !!!! ⟵ 0 

11:             else end if 

12:             computation of the qualification value, ! ! , for all ! ∈ !!  

13:             !!"# ⟵ !"#! ∈ !! ! !  

14:             !!!! ⟵ ! ∈  !! ∶ ! ! = !!"#  

15:             !⟵ ! + 1 

16:       } until  !! = ! !"  !! = !  

17:       !!!! ⟵ !! 

18:       !!!! ⟵ !! ∖ !!!! 
19:       !⟵ ! + 1 

20: } until !! = ! 

Adapted from (Tervonen et al., 2004) 

 

It’s important to pinpoint that the distillation coefficients ! e ! used in determining the values of the 

distillation thresholds are different from the ones used for the calculation of the discrimination 

thresholds. Here, the distillation coefficients can assume standard values proposed by the analyst 

(! = −0.15 and ! = 0.30), although the decision maker is allowed to fix values for ! and !. 

 

II. Second Phase – The construction of the final partial pre-order 

The final partial pre-order is obtained by the intersection of the two complete pre-orders constructed in 

the first phase, !! and !!. Hence, at the end of the algorithm the following comparisons between 

actions are made: 

▪ ! ≻ ! (action ! is strictly or weakly preferred over action !) if 

! ≻!! ! ⋀ ! ≻!! !   ! !!!! ! ≻!! !   ! ≻!! ! !!!!!   

 

 

k 
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▪ !"# (action ! is indifferent to action !) if 

!!!!! ⋀ !!!!!  

▪ !"# (action ! is incomparable to action !) if 

! ≻!! ! ⋀ ! ≻!! !  ⋁ ! ≻!! ! ⋀ ! ≻!! !  

2.3.8. Illustrative Example  

The example is presented and can be consulted in Appendix II. It corresponds to a case study 

conducted by C. M. Tam, Thomas K. L. Tong and C. T. Lau regarding the comparison and selection of 

various models of concrete vibrators. Here, this will be used as an illustration to demonstrate the 

application of ELECTRE III and how it works.  
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3. Literature Review 

This chapter focuses on presenting several works, which were conducted by different authors, that 

brought relevance, over the past years, to the subject in study, i.e., ELECTRE III method. Here is 

presented a review of the literature that support the information contained in this Master Dissertation, 

where the papers describing the theory attached to the algorithm and its various stages appear in the 

following two sections. In addition, the works conducted regarding the rank reversal phenomena are 

comprised within section 3.3. The final section presents the different case studies in which ELECTRE 

III was applied. 

For each case study reviewed, information is given about the goals, the methodology, the results 

attained and the conclusions derived by the authors. 

 

3.1. True-criterion model vs. pseudo-criterion model  

(Roy et al., 2014) introduced the concept of discrimination thresholds, highlighting their advantages in 

decision aiding problems to deal with imperfect knowledge. The authors started by giving an 

introduction to concepts and notations to MCDA problems, followed by some small examples. 

Afterwards, they performed a detailed description of the purpose of discriminating thresholds. These 

are considered with the intuit to model, in a realistic manner, the preference relations between actions. 

For that a distinction between true-criterion model and pseudo-criterion model is made. Beside that, 

the authors also emphasized the possibility of determining these thresholds taking into account the 

performance of the worst action (direct thresholds) and/or by considering the performance of the best 

one (inverse thresholds). 

 

(Roy & Bouyssou, 1986) compared two MCDA models, examining in what extent both approaches 

differ. The goal of this study was to assess the differences between using utility theory based 

approach and ELECTRE III model. In order to do so, a study dealing with a nuclear power plant on 

North-West Coast of the United States siting problem was considered as an example.  9 alternatives 

were considered evaluated in 6 points of view. The authors highlighted the differences between the 

recommendations produced by the two models. While the first one resort to a true-criterion model, 

ELECTRE III is defined as a pseudo-criterion model. As conclusions they defend that the 

disagreements in the results obtained using both methods reflects the contrasts in the qualitative 

principles underlying them and the more or less compensatory nature of their aggregation.  

 

3.2. ELECTRE III method description  

(Tervonen et al., 2004) explained the algorithm behind ELECTRE III method. Started by addressing 

the first phase of the method where the construction of one or several outranking relations is built. 

Here different threshold are defined and multiple indices are determined such as the concordance 

indices, the discordance indices and the credibility index. The second phase of the method 
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corresponds to an exploitation procedure where a discrimination threshold is defined and, lastly, two 

complete pre-orders are determined to originate a final partial pre-order. 

 

(Figueira et al., 2013) presented the main characteristics of ELECTRE family methods, which use as 

a preference model an outranking relation on the set of alternatives. The goal was to illustrate the 

“European” conceptions of MCDA in which these methods are inserted, where the interaction between 

the two main actors, analyst and decision maker(s), represent a crucial part of the decision-aiding 

process. The authors drive special relevance to the ambiguity and/or contradictions that might exist in 

the decision maker’s value system. Strengths and weaknesses of ELECTRE methods were described. 

They conclude that despite the underlying limitations of these methods when applied to a certain 

context, research and developments regarding this field are taken place. 

 

3.3. Rank reversal in ELECTRE III 

(Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008) focused in demonstrating where rank reversals on the decision 

making outranking methods ELECTRE II and III may occur, and the reasons for such irregularities. In 

order to do so, they performed an evaluation of the performance of these two methods under three 

main test criteria, taking into account real decision-making problems. The first test comprises a 

replacement of a non-optimal alternative by a worse one, while the last two evaluate the transitivity 

property of the methods in ranking alternatives. Both methods failed the tests. The authors advise to 

question the validity of the recommendations generated by ELECTRE methods, and highlighted that 

such irregularities tend to occur when ranking close related alternatives. Suggestion to design a new 

method that combines the qualities from multiplicative AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Processes), where 

ranking irregularities under the three test criteria won’t occur, and the ELECTRE methods is made. 

 

(Figueira & Roy, 2009) proposed a different view and philosophy of interpreting the results of 

ELECTRE methods from the limitations pointed out by Wang and Triantaphyllou (2008). The goal of 

this study was to highlight the relative and tenuous aspect of ELECTRE methods conclusions. In the 

authors’ perspective, the rank reversal phenomena are expectable, once there are no tools for 

discovering a pre-existing ranking or absolute truth. They also pointed out the fact that the exploitation 

procedure is not applied to the same outranking valued graphs is an important reason for such 

phenomena to occur. Some comments regarding Wang’s and Triantaphyllou’s criterion tests were 

made. They conclude that the suggestion of combining AHP and ELECTRE methods represents a bad 

idea due to innumerous reasons: ranging from the fact that ELECTRE requires only ordinal scales, 

whereas AHP requires richer ones, to the fact that ELECTRE is based on concordance-discordance 

principle and AHP is based on weighted sum. 
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3.4. Areas of application of ELECTRE III 

In this section is divided in several subsections, each of which comprises one or several examples of 

different applications of ELECTRE III method to real life MCDA problems. 

3.4.1. Public Transportation / Transportation Infrastructure Projects 

(Zak, 2011) presented a real life MCDM/A problem consisting on the selection of a most favorable 

development scenario of the mass transit in Czestochowa, Poland. Two main preference models were 

developed: for passengers and operators, aiming for the DM (municipal authorities) to make the final 

decision. ELECTRE III method was used to generate the final results, on the form of ranking matrices 

and outranking graphs for both entities preference models. A common action/alternative were 

selected, since it satisfied both groups of stakeholders. Progresses regarding the mass transit system 

were attained; translate it by 5% to 67% on particular criteria on the 8 considered. 

 

(Iniestra & Gutiérrez, 2009) dealt with a problem related with the assessment of transportation 

infrastructure projects in the South-Southeast region of Mexico. The goal of this study relied on the 

assessment of 74 highway projects in 9 states. After the modulation of the multi-objective 

transportation infrastructure project selection, using a variation of the multi-objective 0–1 knapsack 

problem that considered the interdependencies between this type of projects, and the identification of 

the most attractive alternatives, a MCDA outranking method (ELECTRE III) was used to select the 

best one, evaluated under 5 main criteria. The authors highlighted the importance of this method to 

include the decision maker preferences in finding the best compromise. Comparisons with other 

solutions generated by other outranking methods were performed. 

 

(Labbouz et al., 2008) proposed a methodology for implementing a public transportation line that 

facilitates the integration of various stakeholders in the decision-making process. This consisted of 

three main stages, in which an application of a MCDA method, mainly ELECTRE III, was considered 

in the last two stages: for determining the grid layout and the position of the transport platform, 

respectively. The authors concluded that the proposed methodology, taking into consideration the 

advantages of the ELECTRE III algorithm, could constitute a democratic process for making a 

decision. An application in real world public transportation projects is intended. 

 

(Tsamboulas, Yiotis, & Panou, 1999) presented a comparative analysis for appraisal of transports 

projects. In order to do so various methods were described, being ELECTRE family methods one of 

the considered. Advantages and limitations in terms of transparency, simplicity, robustness and 

accountability of each method were addressed and applied to three transport infrastructure projects in 

Greece, as an illustrative example.  The authors highlighted the limitations of ELECTRE method 

regarding transparency, due to the existence of arbitrary defined thresholds and complexity in 
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implementation compared to the other methods. However, they drove special relevance to the high 

accountability of ELECTRE III in detriment of the others. 

 

(Thiel, 2006) worked on a MCDA problem related with the valuation of scenarios for the development 

of the mass transit system in a Polish city. Here, the author presented a proposal for defining values of 

thresholds reflecting the preferences of a participant (participant representing a collective body) in the 

decision-making process. The aim of the study, which resorted to ELECTRE III method, was to define 

and arrive to a model of preferences for each group of representatives, to a posteriori suggest a 

compromise solution accepted by the various stakeholders and DM. Collection of data from surveys 

using questionnaires helped to define the preferences of participants. The author highlighted the 

importance of ascribing values for thresholds based on minimum and maximum values, rather than 

direct specific values. This is important for increased credibility of results. 

 

3.4.2. Civil Engineering projects 

(Tam et al., 2003) discussed a MCDM case study related with the selection of a construction plant. 

The goal was to compare and select six models of concrete vibrators. To do so, a MCDA technique 

was used, ELECTRE III. The authors reviewed and presented the different phases of the method. 

They concluded about the advantages of the algorithm in construction engineering problems, and 

highlighted the improvements that the considered decision-making process could bring to construction 

firms, such increase competitive advantage. 

 

(Ulubeyli & Kazaz, 2009) dealt with MCDA problem related with the selection of concrete pumps. A 

methodology based on ELECTRE III method was adopted to rank three models for concrete pumps 

evaluated in five criteria (two qualitative and three quantitative criteria, respectively). Two-stage 

questionnaire survey was applied to obtain the data needed for the study. Sensitivity analysis was 

performed in order to derive robust conclusions. From this, it was showed that the overall findings 

pointed out insignificant changes on the original outcome. However, it was noted that some family of 

criteria had strong influence on the final ranking order. In conclusion, the authors highlighted the 

suitability and the reliability in application of ELECTRE III algorithm to selection problems in the 

management domain of civil engineering. 

 

(Rogers & Bruen, 2000) described the application of ELECTRE III in a real life MCDA problem. Here 

the authors highlighted the suitability of ELECTRE III model for the appraisal of complex civil 

engineering projects in detriment of other multi-criteria methods, which allows the comparison of 

actions even if lack information. The goal of this study rely on the selection, based on mainly 

environmental criteria, of the best alternative for a motorway that passes through Dublin City Port’s 

center. Eight alternatives were considered for the port section of the route to be evaluated considering 
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eight criteria. An estimation of the thresholds (indifference, preference and veto) and the relative 

importance of each criterion, whether it is qualitative or quantitative, were made. Three final partial 

pre-orders were generated/obtained based on the set of decision makers considered: highway 

inspectors, highway designers and Department of Environment staff. In conclusion, the writers advise 

to perform a detailed cost/environmental impact tradeoff study to make the final decision between the 

best-ranked options: the low-cost but environmentally invasive options and the higher-costing but 

environment friendly options. 

 

(Marzouk, 2011) presented ELECTRE III method to aid in the application of value engineering to 

construction project. In order to do so an illustration of an example resorting to the considered 

algorithm was performed. The goal was to analyze the installation of glass, selecting the best-ranked 

alternative between the five proposed. Two main scenarios were considered in the process, in which 

one assigned different weights to the selected criteria and the other assumed equal weights. Beside 

that a sensitivity analysis was performed considering the different values for the discrimination 

thresholds (preference and indifference) in order to derive a robust decision-making. The results of 

this analysis showed that the indication of the best-ranked action didn’t change contrarily to the 

indication of the worst one, which changed depending on the scenario and the values of ! (parameter 

to compute the discrimination thresholds).  

 

(Rogers, 2000) demonstrated the suitability in application of ELECTRE III method for the assessment 

of structural engineering projects. The goal of this study relied on the selection of the ideal technology 

for the construction of house units in Poland, between eleven possible alternatives. Two weighting 

preference system were considered. A comparison of results between the original method used, 

Entropy model, and ELECTRE III is made. Here the author emphasized the advantage of this last in 

highlighting the incomparability between options due to the lack and/or conflicting information. 

 

3.4.3. Logistics 

(Dotoli et al., 2005) presented a three hierarchical-level approach to design and configure an 

Integrated E-Supply Chain (IESC) at the strategic planning level. An outranking technique, particularly 

based on the ELECTRE family methods, was considered and applied on a computer production SC 

case study for the first stage, i.e., to rank and select a candidate for a particular stage of the SC; a 

comparison of results and between the three used techniques is performed (ELECTRE, AHP and 

DEA), where the authors drove a particular relevance to ELECTRE methods main flaws, regarding the 

impracticability of the procedure in presence of numerous alternatives. 

 

(Sawicka et al., 2010) presented an application of MCDA methods to logistic systems. The main goal 

of their work relied on redesigning part of a worldwide logistic system of Kimball Electronics Poland 
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(KEP) Company. To do so, ELECTRE III technique was adopted. Five alternatives were considered, 

which were evaluated according to seven main criteria. Incomparability between scenarios was 

considered, due to the complexity attached to the redesigning process. Application of the ELECTRE III 

method proved that the original alternative wasn’t the best solution for the logistic system. Instead 

changing of the supplier’s location was assigned as the best-ranked alternative. As conclusions, the 

authors highlighted the aspects to take into account when selecting the most suitable MCDA method. 

 

3.4.4. Environmental assessment projects 

(Bottero et al., 2015) dealt with the comparison of projects for the requalification of an abandoned 

quarry in north of Italy. The study’s main focus was not to help in the decision-making, but rather to 

compare the different alternative projects resorting to an extension of ELECTRE III method that 

allowed interactions between pairs of criteria. Besides that, it was of particular interest of the authors 

to derive and build robust conclusions taking into account the arbitrariness when assigning values to 

the main parameters. A focus group of experts was formed in that sense. Sensitivity analysis, varying 

only one of the interaction effects considered, was conducted with the aim to study and analyze the 

partial pre-order generated by the method. The results generated confirmed the expectation of the 

different stakeholders, and highlighted the importance for environmental decision-making processes to 

take into account the interaction effects. The authors concluded about the suitability and validation of 

ELECTRE III algorithm to aid public decision related processes. 

 

3.4.5. Partnering problems 

(Radziszewska�Zielina, 2010) proposed a method for selecting the best construction enterprise for 

cooperation. In order to do so, ELECTRE III method was used in solving this multi-criteria issue. Here 

the author elaborated two methods, which both are based on the ELECTRE III algorithm. While the 

first revealed to be preferable in comparison to the other, due to the smaller number of incomparable 

solutions due to the final result, the second is more exhaustive. 

 

3.4.6. Project Ranking  

(Buchanan & Vanderpooten, 1999) considered an application of ELECTRE III method to project 

selection for Northern Generation. In order to do so, five main projects were assessed according to 

five main criteria. A description of the algorithm was made. A robustness analysis was undertaken and 

showed the increased sensitivity of project rankings to changes in the performances, than it is to 

changes in thresholds values or weights. The authors highlighted the advantages of ELECTRE III 

method in detriment to other MCDA methods regarding this problematic. In conclusion they also 

highlighted the suitability and successfulness in ELECTRE III application to project ranking problems.  
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4. Methodology 

The main issue to be covered in this Master Dissertation comprises, as stated before, the 

implementation and study of the MCDA algorithm ELECTRE III regarding its stability, i.e., the 

occurrence of rank reversal phenomenon. In order to do so an implementation of the algorithm using 

C programming language was made. The algorithm employed contains around 2500 code lines.  

But before proceeding to the analysis and testing of the algorithm implemented it is important to define 

and structure how to lead the algorithm to display some ranking irregularities when in presence of 

multi-criteria decision-making problems. In that sense, in this chapter it will be presented the different 

possible ways to incite the occurrence of this phenomenon when using ELECTRE III as a MCDA 

method. 

4.1. Types of Rank Reversal 

Former studies on ranking irregularities have concentrated on the AHP method. However, besides that 

there are very few studies that tackle and explore the stability, or best said instability of the other 

MCDA methods (Badiru, 2013). 

There are different forms that could lead to a change in indication of the best-ranked alternative 

when certain actions are taken towards the original multi-criteria decision-making problem. In this 

Master Dissertation these are going to be referred as “types” and are going to be decomposed as 

follows: 

▪ Rank reversal type 1; 

▪ Rank reversal type 2; 

▪ Rank reversal type 3; 

▪ Rank reversal type 4; 

▪ Rank reversal type 5; 

The above rank reversal types depend mostly on how the alternatives are defined and evaluated in 

the decision problem. Hence, and for better understanding, each one of these types will be addressed 

and explained in the following five subsections respectively. 

4.1.1.  Rank Reversal Type 1 

Saaty (1987) suggested that rank reversals were due to the inclusion of duplicates of the alternatives, 

i.e. by the introduction of identical or near-identical alternatives of non-optimal existing ones (Badiru, 

2013). 

4.1.2. Rank Reversal Type 2 

The second type of rank reversal, which is going to be tested and demonstrated in the following 

chapter, suggests that ranking irregularities are due to the removal of non-optimal alternatives from 

the original decision-making problem (Stam & Silva, 1997).  
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4.1.3. Rank Reversal Type 3 

“An effective MCDM method should not change the indication of the best alternative when a non-

optimal alternative is replaced by another worse alternative” given that the value of the relative 

importance of each criterion considered remains unchanged (Badiru, 2013; Wang & Triantaphyllou, 

2008).  

For example, consider a multiple-criteria decision-making problem and a certain MCDM method 

(in this case it’s ELECTRE III).  Next, suppose that a non-optimal alternative !! is replaced by a less 

desirable one, say !!! . In that sense and according to tests conducted by Wang & Triantaphyllou 

(2008) the indication of the best ranked action shouldn’t change when the ranking is performed by the 

same method. 

4.1.4. Rank Reversal Type 4 

“An effective MCDM method should follow the transitivity property” (Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008). 

This type of rank reversal is characterized by decomposing the original problem into a set of smaller 

problems taking always into account the same number of criteria defined in the original decision 

problem. In that sense, according to this it is expectable that the rankings of the new problem, i.e., the 

ranking derived from the smaller problems should satisfy the transitivity property. For example, if a 

specific alternative, say !!, is better than alternative !!, and alternative !! is better than alternative !!, 
then it is legitimate and should be expectable that alternative !! is better than the latter one (Badiru, 

2013; Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008). 

4.1.5. Rank Reversal Type 5 

The present type of rank reversal is very much related with the previous one. That is, considering the 

ELECTRE III method and the same decisional problem, after combining the rankings derived from the 

smaller problems it should be expected that the new overall ranking of the alternatives should be 

similar to the overall ranking obtained with the un-decomposed multiple-criteria decision-problem 

(Badiru, 2013; Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008). 
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5. Tests and Results Analysis 

The previous chapter presented the different ways that could lead to a situation where there is a 

change in indication of the best-ranked action(s), whereby it is important to perform simulations and 

some sensitivity analysis that cover this type of ranking irregularities, which pop up under specific 

contexts and certain circumstances. For this purpose, the present chapter intends to develop a deep 

analysis of the results obtained when MCDM problem are created with the aim to incite the occurrence 

of the rank reversal phenomenon when ELECTRE III algorithm is used.  

At first instance a small example is introduced and tested. Here the different tests executed will 

be in concordance with the subsections presented in the previous chapter, i.e., those tests will be 

referred as “test criterion type x” where x denote the number of the rank reversal type described 

previously.  

At second instance random problems are going to be generated and tested, again according to 

the different types of rank reversal introduced in the previous chapter, to record the frequency of 

occurrence of the rank reversal phenomenon. For this purpose random problems generator was 

implemented in C programming language, as well as every test criterion type in order to ease and 

speed the execution of the study. 

In both cases, and since outranking methods are not obliged to satisfy the notions of transitivity 

(Figueira & Roy, 2009), it will only be tested the first three rank reversal types.  

5.1. Tests  

In this section, the example that will be presented  shortly is based on a case study presented in Dias 

et al. (2006). Here the ELECTRE III method was used to help find the best-ranked French car.  

The decision problem is defined on 10 alternatives (Table 1) evaluated on 7 criteria (see Table 2). 

Table 1: List of alternatives and respective codes 

Alternative name Code 

Citroen BX 16 TZS a1: CBX16 

Peugeot 205 GTI 1.9 a2: P205G 

Peugeot 405 MI16 a3: P405M 

Peugeot 605 SV 24 a4: P605S 

Renault 4 GTL CLAN a5: R4GTL 

Renault CLIO 16S a6: RCLIO 

Renault 21 TSE a7: R21TS 

Renault 21 2L.TURBO a8: R21TU 

Renault 25 BACCARA V6 a9: R25BA 

Renault ALPINE A610 TURBO a10: ALPIN 
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Table 2: List of criteria and respective codes 

Criterion name Code 

Price c1: Prix 

Maximum power per km/h c2: Vmax 

Consumption in 120 km/h per liter c3: C120 

Volume of the case per dm3 c4: Coff 

0 km/h – 100 km/h in seconds c5: Acce 

Distance of breaking by 130 km/h c6: Frei 

Sound level in dB c7: Brui 

 

Table 3 represents the performances of the different cars on the set of criteria. 

Table 3: Table of performances 

gj() c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 

a1 103000 171.3 7.65 352 11.6 88.0 69.7 

a2 101300 205.3 7.90 203 8.4 78.3 73.4 

a3 156400 221.7 7.90 391 8.4 81.5 69.0 

a4 267400 230.7 10.50 419 8.6 64.7 65.5 

a5 49900 122.6 8.30 120 23.7 74.1 76.4 

a6 103600 205.1 8.20 265 8.1 81.7 73.6 

a7 103000 178.0 7.20 419 11.4 77.6 66.2 

a8 170100 226.0 9.10 419 8.1 74.7 71.7 

a9 279700 233.8 10.90 359 7.8 75.5 70.9 

a10 405000 265.0 10.30 265 6.0 74.7 72.0 

Table 4 represents the information regarding the set of the pseudo-criteria. (Note that the line Mode of 

definition indicates the mode of calculation of the thresholds, where direct considers the worst ranked 

alternatives and inverse considers the best of the two alternatives). 
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Table 4: Definition of set of the pseudo-criteria 

 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 

Direction of 
Preference 

Decreasing Increasing Decreasing Increasing Decreasing Decreasing Decreasing 

Weight, wj 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 

Mode of 
definition 

Inverse 

ß 

Direct 

à 

Direct 

à 

Direct 

à 

Direct 

à 

Direct 

à 

Direct 

à 

Indiference (α/β) 

Preference (α/β) 

Veto (α/β) 

0.08/ -2000 

0.13/ -3000 

0.9/ 50000 

0.02 / 0 

0.05 / 0 

- 

0 / 1 

0 / 2 

0 / 4 

0 / 100 

0 / 200 

- 

0.1 / -0.5 

0.2 / -1 

0.5 / 3 

0 / 0 

0 / 5 

0 / 15 

0 / 3 

0 / 5 

0 / 15 

All this information is written and saved in a “.txt” file that, afterwards, will be read by the algorithm to 

establish the final partial pre-order. Hence, the input file has the following structure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Input file 
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Figure 9 represents the output file generated by the method. Here different information is displayed 

regarding the calculations obtained when the algorithm is executed such as: Comprehensive 

Concordance Matrix, Credibility Matrix, Descending Ranking, Ascending Ranking and the Final Partial 

Pre-Order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Output file 

By observing the output file generated it can be verified that the best-ranked alternative corresponds 

to the alternative number 7, i.e., Renault 21 TSE. On the other hand it can be denoted that – exception 

for alternatives number 2 and 6, Peugeot 205 GTI 1.9 and Renault CLIO 16S respectively, which are 

indifferent to each other – three incomparability relations are held among alternatives.  
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For the following subsections these results will be taken into account to check the occurrence of rank 

reversal and to what extent this alter the indication of the best-ranked alternative and the overall 

ranking. 

5.1.1. Test Criterion Type 1 

In this test criterion a duplicate or similar alternative of an existing non-optimal one is added.  

Firstly, identical alternatives of each one of the non-optimal alternatives were added one at a time 

to check for the occurrence of any ranking irregularities. Here it was verified that for the majority of the 

less desired alternatives the addition of duplicates didn´t alter the indication of the optimal alternative 

with index 7 or 8 depending on which alternative is duplicated (see Figure 10 – Here only the input 

and output files of alternatives a!, a! and a!" are displayed, but the same conclusion is applicable for 

the addition of identical alternatives of a!, a!, a!, a! and a!).  
However, this doesn’t apply for the case when duplicate alternatives of a! and a! are added to the 

set (see Figure 11). In both cases it can be observed that there are three main alternatives, which are 

indifferent to each other and judged as the optimal ones. Those correspond to the alternatives a!, a! 
and a! in the original decision problem, more concretely to the brands Peugeot 205 GTI 1.9, Renault 

CLIO 16S and Renault 21 TSE respectively.  

Considering the foregoing, it is important to note that adding an identical alternative of a non-

optimal one could lead to ranking of this in equal position of its duplicate. This behavior is expectable, 

and it does happen for the majority of the alternatives in the set. Though it is not reasonable that a 

change in indication of the most preferable alternative(s) occurs when certain duplicates of specific 

alternatives are added. This kind of behavior isn’t expectable. 

Secondly, and in order to get a deeper understanding of how the algorithm is behaving, near-

identical alternatives of the original set were added one at a time. These alternatives were subject to a 

5% variation in their relative performances’ values on a certain criterion. This procedure was 

repeatedly executed for the rest of the criteria.  
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Figure 10: A) Input & output file when a duplicate alternative of a2 is added; B) Input & output file when a 

duplicate alternative of a5 is added; C) Input & output file when a duplicate alternative of a10 is added 

 

 

 

A 

B 

C 
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Figure 11: A) Input & output file when a duplicate alternative of a1 is added; B) Input & output file when a 

duplicate alternative of a9 is added; 

5.1.2. Test Criterion Type 2 

Test criterion type two intends to check the occurrence of ranking irregularities when a non-optimal 

alternative is discarded. For that, the following procedure was applied: each alternative was removed, 

one at a time, from the original set of alternatives. 

When applying this procedure it is verified that for the most part of the alternatives there isn’t any 

change in indication of the best alternative (see Figure 12 – Only the input and output files relative to 

alternative a! are displayed, but the same occurs when for the removal of alternatives a!, a!, a!, a!, a! 
and a!"). 

The behavior exhibited when these alternatives are removed from the set is expectable and it is 

legitimate to happen. Though, two exceptions have to be made. It turns out that this “normal” behavior 

isn’t displayed when alternatives a! and a! are discarded (see Figure 13). In both cases it is judged 

that a!, a! and a! are indifferent to each other and that these are the most desired alternatives. In 

comparison with the results obtained in the original problem, the occurrence of this change in the 

indication of best-ranked alternative(s) isn’t expected. Besides that, it is pertinent to note that the 

indication of the worst alternative has also changed when compared with the ranking displayed in the 

A 

B 
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original decision problem. While in the original problem a! was the alternative ranked as the less of the 

problem), when a! is removed, is judged as the least preferable. 

 

 

Figure 12: Input & output file when alternative of a2 is discarded 

 

 

Figure 13: A) Input & output file when alternative of a8 is discarded B) Input & output file when alternative 

of a9 is discarded 

A 

B 
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5.1.3. Test Criterion Type 3 

The present test criterion intends to check the occurrence of rank reversal when a non-optimal 

alternative is replaced by a less desired one. In order to do so four scenarios were considered: 

- Variation of 10% on the overall performance of the alternative; 

- Variation of 40% on the overall performance of the alternative; 

- Variation of 80% on the overall performance of the alternative; 

- Variation of 100% on the overall performance of the alternative. 

These scenarios were applied for each one of the alternatives, one at a time. Here, it is important to 

pinpoint that the variations in the performance of the alternatives were made by randomly choosing 

which criterion or set of criteria to affect. Table 5 represents the randomly generated criteria to affect 

for each one of the alternatives. 

Table 5: Summary of which criteria to vary for each alternative considered  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 summarizes the behavior of the algorithm regarding the different scenarios considered. From 

the observation of the table it can be verified that a change in indication of the best alternative in 

certain cases has occurred. In some of the scenarios simulated it turns out that alternatives a! and a! 
become judged as the most preferable alternatives. In several cases these are ranked as the optimal 

singular alternatives, while in other cases these are judged as indifferent to each other and occupying 

the upper position of the ranking. There’s also a case where an indifference relation is established 

between a! and a! and where together are considered as the most desired alternatives. 

Taking into account the foregoing, it is relevant to ask the following question: why the above 

ranking contradictions occurred? The replacement of certain alternatives by a less desired ones could 

lead to a better ranking of some alternatives, which originally were ranked in a lower position than the 

ones considered. This fact is expected and it is reasonable to happen. Yet, it is not legitimate that a 

change in indication of the best-ranked alternative occurs.  
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Table 6: Impact of replacement of each one of the alternatives in the final rankings and considering different scenarios 
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5.2. Comments 

As it can be verified in the previous section, it is likely that the ELECTRE III algorithm could lead to 

some ranking irregularities when different cases and/or different scenarios are considered. In that 

sense, it is important to derive an analysis of the causes of the rank reversal phenomenon under the 

ELECTRE III method.  

But before that, it might be relevant to underline certain results and devise some pertinent 

questions: 

- Test Criterion 1: In this test an identical alternative of a non-optimal one was added to the 

set. As it was shown in the respective subsection, the algorithm displayed a sort of “instability” 

only when duplicates of certain alternatives were added, which corresponded to a! and a!. So 

why the rank reversal phenomenon occurred when these alternatives were added but didn’t 

pop up when identical alternatives of the remaining ones were added, and the original ranking 

kept intact?  

- Test Criterion 2: In this second test criterion test a non-optimal alternative was removed from 

the original set of alternatives. Here, similarly to the previous test criterion, it was verified that 

only the removal of alternatives a! and a! lead to the contradictions regarding the original 

ranking. So again why the rank reversal phenomena occurred only and only when these 

specific alternatives were removed? 

- Test Criterion 3: In this final test criterion performed a non-optimal alternative was replaced 

by a less desired alternative. For that different scenarios were generated considering a 10%, a 

40%, an 80% and ultimately a 100% variation in the overall performance of a considered 

alternative. Here it was verified the occurrence of the phenomenon when specific alternatives 

were turned into less desired ones and in certain scenarios. When observing and analyzing 

the results obtained it will come to mind at least three main questions:  

§ “Why these contradictions occur?” As stated before that the change in indication of 

the optimal alternative(s) isn’t expectable when worse performing alternatives replace 

another non-optimal ones, however with better performance; 

§ “Why two alternatives that were judged as indifferent to each other originally are now 

ranked differently, i.e., in which one outranks the other?” This is the case when 

alternative a! is replaced by another one with performance worse by at least 80%. 

§ “Why the occurrence of ranking irregularities happen for lower values of performance 

variations, but it don’t occur for a higher variation value?” This is the case when a! is 

switched by a less preferable alternative with 100% less performance. This fact isn’t 

expectable, once the occurrence of rank reversal does happen in all the other 

scenarios.   

All the questions and doubts can be agglomerated in a first instance to one and only one major 

question, that is “What cause the ELECTRE III algorithm to display this kind of contradictions when 

ranking alternatives?” By analyzing the method and the results obtained in the different tests it can be 

found the primarily main reason is due to the fact that the exploitation procedure (construction of the 
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two complete pre-orders and the final partial pre-order) is being applied to different outranking valued 

graphs (J. R. Figueira & Roy, 2009). So, in case of test criterion number three when replacing an 

alternative, a non-optimal one, by another with worse performance there is a change in the degree of 

credibility of this alternative, and consequently of the outranking. Hence the valued graph to which the 

exploitation procedure was applied wasn’t the same anymore. 

On the other hand what could lead to the occurrence of the rank reversal phenomenon is related 

with the exploitation procedure itself, more concretely, the process of construction of the two complete 

pre-orders, i.e., the Descend and Ascend Distillations (Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008). As it was 

mentioned earlier in this Master Dissertation, these procedures consist of ranking of each one of the 

alternatives in the set according to its relative position with respect to the remaining ones. This is given 

by the computation of the qualification values. So in both cases, of test criterion one and test criterion 

two, either by adding or removing a non optimal alternative to/from the set could somehow lead to a 

change in the construction of the outranking relation. This can be better understood by an intrinsic 

factor to this process. The factor in cause, denoted by !, which is indirectly dependent of the relative 

performances of the alternatives, is used as a cutoff level to determine the successive cuts on the 

fuzzy outranking matrix and consequently construct a crispy outranking matrix. In that sense, the 

addition, removal or even the replacement of alternatives could lead, in a certain manner, to a change 

in the values of the successive crispy outranking matrices built, leading to a change in computation of 

the qualification values of the alternatives, which ultimately could lead to a change in indication of the 

optimal alternative(s). 
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6. Statistical Study 

The present chapter corresponds to an empirical study focused on the frequency of occurrence of the 

rank reversal phenomenon described through out this Dissertation. For that means some functions 

were written in C language in order to generate simulated problems and test the performance of 

ELECTRE III algorithm under the three test criteria described in the last two chapters. The number of 

alternatives to be evaluated in these problems corresponds to the following values:  7, 11, 15 and 19. 

On the other hand it was considered a wide range of criteria for each test performed. Here the number 

of criteria is the following: 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 35, 45 and 55. 

For each criterion considered 30 random problems were generated. For each problem the impact 

of each one of the non-optimal alternatives obtained – whether by adding duplicates, removing or 

replacing by worse performing alternatives – was tested. Thus the minimum and maximum number of 

cases studied range from 0 to (! − 1) in a single problem and in one criterion. Excepting this, a total of 

1200 cases were tested and analyzed for each one of the three test criteria described earlier. Figs. 

15–17 summarizes the results obtained. Here, different curves correspond to the different number of 

alternatives cases considered. The X-axis represents the number of criteria, while the Y-axis denotes 

the rate of occurrence of ranking irregularities  

 Figure 14: Rank Reversal of ELECTRE III under Test Criterion 1 

 Figure 14 describes how often the rank reversal phenomenon occur under test criterion 1, i.e., 

with what frequency the indication of the optimal alternative(s) change when a duplicate alternative of 

a non-optimal one is added to the set. When an identical alternative is added, the number of pairwise 

outranking relations that could be subject to change is at most ! (where ! denote the original number 

of alternatives). Hence it is expectable that with the increasing number of alternatives, the more 

probable that the addition of one alternative could impact the outranking relation, consequently alter 

the indication of the best-ranked alternative(s). However, this conclusion isn’t so clear to “unveil” when 
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observing the graphic presented in the figure above. In fact it is quite the opposite. This could be 

explained by the fact that the problems are randomly generated, which in come cases (cases of higher 

alternatives) the data is very disperse, i.e., the alternatives aren’t that close to each other, making it 

somehow easier for the algorithm to distinguish between alternatives and assign a clear preference 

relation, based or on strict preference or indifference. 

Figure 15: Rank Reversal of ELECTRE III under Test Criterion 2 

 Figure 15 illustrates how often the indication of the optimal alternative(s) changes when a non-optimal 

alternative is removed from the set. It can be seen that the rate of occurrence of rank reversal 

phenomenon generally increases with the increase of the number of alternatives. This is can be 

explained by same reason as in the previous case. When removing an alternative from the set, the 

number of pairwise outranking relations that might change is at most (! − 2). So, with higher number 

of alternatives it is more likely that the removal of a single alternative might have a perceptible 

influence on the outranking relation, leading to the occurrence of rank reversal.  

Figure 16 shows how often the indication of the optimal alternative(s) changes when a non-

optimal alternative is replaced by a less desired one. When replacing a non-optimal alternative by 

another worse one, the number of pairwise outranking relations that might change is at most (! − 1). 

So, with higher number of alternatives it is more likely that the replacement of a single alternative 

might have a notorious influence on the outranking relation, leading to the occurrence of rank reversal. 

However this isn’t very clear to conclude while observing the graphic. Again the reader might be 

misled by the information displayed in the considered graphic. This could be explained by the same 

reason stated before regarding the first test criterion. On the other hand it is pertinent to refer here 

that, for each one of the alternatives, the number of criteria to impact and how much to vary the 

correspondent performances in order to turn the alternatives in consideration less desired than before 

are also generated randomly. This fact could justify as well the distorted results obtained. 
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Figure 16: Rank Reversal of ELECTRE III under Test Criterion 3 
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7. Conclusions 

After establishing a clear understanding of how the ELECTRE III outranking method operates, it’s 

possible to weave some conclusions about the subject and derive future developments. 

By reviewing the sample of studies conducted by several authors it can be verified the 

importance in taking into account the imperfect knowledge, as well as the ill-determination, imprecision 

and the uncertainty inherent to the actions’ performances. This is achieved by considering a pseudo-

criterion model in detriment of the true-criterion one. ELECTRE family methods are based on this 

model and resort to the utilization of thresholds to deal and tackle this crucial aspect of the real world.  

Besides that, throughout the literature considered, it’s interesting to observe and emphasize the 

behavior of the algorithm in ranking options when in presence of insufficient or conflicting information. 

ELECTRE III, in comparison to others MCDA methods, is capable to cope with such situations and 

allows the establishing of a preference relation between the two actions compared based on an 

incomparability situation. 

Many other decision-making situations where ELECTRE III was applied in detriment of other 

methods highlighted the suitability and practicability of the method. The success and wide usage of 

ELECTRE III model is due to the fact that the method is fundamentally non-compensatory. That is 

when a very bad performance of an action on a certain criterion cannot be compensated by small 

good performances on other and/or remaining criteria. 

On the other hand, the ability to deal with any type of data, quantitative, qualitative, or even a mix of 

both, represent one of the main factors behind its choice as the most appropriate decision-aiding 

model to use in engineering, public transportation and transportation infrastructure projects and also 

project selection problems, among others.  

Although its huge popularity and applicability as mentioned before, some of the papers analyzed 

point out the drawbacks and limitations of ELECTRE III algorithm when applied to real-world situations 

or randomly generated MCDA problems. One of the most relevant aspects, which also constitute an 

object of study in this master dissertation, is related with the occurrence of the rank reversal 

phenomena. This is highlighted in the fact that the method, likewise the majority of the ELECTRE 

family, doesn’t fulfill the property of independence with respect to irrelevant actions as described in 

Figueira et al. (2013). This is denoted by a modification in the indication of the best-ranked option 

when another with worse performance replaces a non-optimal one.  

In addition, intransitivity in ELECTRE III may occur and consequently lead to a ranking 

irregularities in both simulated and real-life case studies. Though this family of outranking techniques 

doesn’t require the fulfillment of the transitivity property, it ultimately turns out to constitute a liability if it 

is imposed a priori that the preference relation should be transitive. 

Even though this issue is addressed in the study conducted by Wang & Triantaphyllou (2008), where 

multiple tests where performed and important conclusions were driven, there’s however various ways 

to “generate” a non-relevant alternative. In that sense this Master Dissertation aimed to develop and 

complement this study, and evaluate the frequency of occurrence of rank reversal in randomly 

generated problems. 
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An illustrative example was presented, where it was addressed the reasons to the occurrence of 

this phenomenon. Here it is important to highlight that the primarily main reason that could lead to a 

change in indication of the optimal alternative(s) is related with the fact that the exploitation procedure 

is being applied to different outranking graphs (J. R. Figueira & Roy, 2009).  

Besides that, a statistical analysis was conducted aiming to study the rate of occurrence of ranking 

irregularities under the three test criteria considered. The main conclusion that can be derived from it 

is related with the fact that with the increasing number of alternatives, it becomes more probable that a 

change in one alternative could influence the outranking relations, and consequently lead to a change 

in indication of the optimal alternative(s). 

Finally, it is important to pinpoint an important aspect regarding the aforementioned that is 

ELECTRE III wasn’t presented with the intent to define and identify a pre-existing order where the 

most preferable alternative(s) are independent of the ranking of the less desired ones. In that sense 

the tests conducted in this Master Dissertation do not aim to reject or invalidate the method in study; 

they only illustrate the limitations attached to it (Figueira & Roy, 2009). 

For future developments it is mandatory as it is important to conduct statistical tests considering a 

large range of randomly generated problems. This is crucial to derive more robust conclusions. 
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Appendix I 

Typical MCDM problem intends to rank a finite number of alternatives, each of which is evaluated in 

terms of different features, often called criteria, that have to be taken into account simultaneously 

(Figure 17) (Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008). 

 

Figure 17: Typical MCDM problema structure (Wang & Triantaphyllou, 2008) 
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Appendix II 

The case study is based on a comparison of six models of concrete vibrators, evaluated in terms of 

five main criteria (see Table 7). 

Table 7: Performance of the six models of concrete vibrators 

gj() 
1: Vibrating 

Force 

2: Frequency 

of Vibration 

3: Amplitude 

of Vibration 

4: Power 

Consumption 
5: Weight 

a1: HZ6X-30 220 19000 0.5 1.1 26.4 

a2: HZ6X-50 530 13500 2.0 1.1 34.0 

a3: HZ6X-60 920 14000 1.4 1.1 35.2 

a4: HZ6X-70 950 13000 1.6 2.2 38.0 

a5: HZ6X-35 250 15800 0.5 1.1 25.0 

a6: HZ8X-50 600 14800 0.85 1.1 31.0 

 

The discriminating thresholds were constructed as affine functions of the performances. Their values 

are represented in Table 8. It will be assumed that the mode of definition of the threshold is direct and 

that all the criteria have equal relative importance. 

Table 8: Definition of the pseudo-criteria 

 1 2 3 4 5 
Direction of 
Preference Increasing Increasing Increasing Increasing Decreasing 

Weight, wj 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Mode of 
definition 

Direct Direct Direct Direct Direct 
à à à à à 

Indiference 
(α/β) 0.1 

35 
0.1 

600 
0.1 

0.25 
0.1 

0 
0.1 

3 

Preference (α/β) 50 850 0.5 0 5 

 

First of all the algorithm begins by computing the concordance index for each alternative over the 

remaining ones and for each one of the criteria considered. 
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Concordance Index 

Once the mode of definition of the criteria is direct, the calculation of the thresholds is made 

considering the alternative with lowest !!. 

 

v Criterion 1   

 Action !!  

The performance of alternative !! on criterion 1 is the lowest, comparing to the performances of the 

remaining alternatives. In that way, the indifference and preference discriminating thresholds are 

computed regarding the performance of this alternative. 

▪ Indifference Threshold  

!! !! = !×!! !! + ! = 0.1×220 + 35 = 57 

▪ Preference Threshold 

!! !! = !×!! !! + ! = 0.1×220 + 50 = 72 

 

- !! !! > !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

- !! !! > !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

- !! !! > !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

- !! !! ≤ !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

- !! !! > !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

Action !! 

For computing C! a!, a!  it will be considered the performance of alternative !! in determining both 

thresholds. 

▪ Indifference Threshold  

!! !! = !×!! !! + ! = 0.1×220 + 35 = 57 

▪ Preference Threshold 

!! !! = !×!! !! + ! = 0.1×220 + 50 = 72 

 

- !! !! > !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

To determine C! a!, a! , C! a!, a!  and C! a!, a!  it will be considered the performance of alternative !! 
for the calculation of both thresholds, since it is the one with lowest relative performance. 

▪ Indifference Threshold  

!! !! = !×!! !! + ! = 0.1×530 + 35 = 88 
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▪ Preference Threshold 

!! !! = !×!! !! + ! = 0.1×530 + 50 = 103 

- !! !! > !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

- !! !! > !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

- !! !! ≤ !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

- !! !! ≤ !! !! + !! !! ⟹ !! !!, !! = ! 

 

This logic is applied in a successive manner for each alternative. Hence, it is obtained the 

concordance index matrix for criterion 1 (see Table 9).  

Table 9: Concordance index matrix on criterion 1 

C1 (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

a2 1 1 0 0 1 1 

a3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a4 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a5 1 0 0 0 1 0 

a6 1 1 0 0 1 1 

 

Successively it is also applied for all the five criteria. 

 

v Criterion 2 

Table 10 presents the concordance index matrix for criterion 2. 
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Table 10: Concordance index matrix on criterion 2 

C2 (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a2 0 1 1 1 0 1 

a3 0 1 1 1 1 1 

a4 0 1 1 1 0 1 

a5 0 1 1 1 1 1 

a6 0 1 1 1 1 1 

 

v Criterion 3 

In Table 11 it is presented the concordance index matrix related with criterion 2. 

Table 11: Concordance index matrix on criterion 3 

C3 (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 1 0 0 0 1 0.8 

a2 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a3 1 0.16 1 1 1 1 

a4 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a5 1 0 0 0 1 0.8 

a6 1 0 0.14 0 1 1 

 

v Criterion 4   

Table 12 represent the concordance index matrix for criterion 4. 
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Table 12: Concordance index matrix on criterion 4 

C4 (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

a2 1 1 1 0 1 1 

a3 1 1 1 0 1 1 

a4 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a5 1 1 1 0 1 1 

a6 1 1 1 0 1 1 

 

v Criterion 5  

Table 13 presents the concordance index matrix related with the last criterion. 

Table 13: Concordance index matrix on criterion 5 

C5 (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a2 0.4 1 1 1 0 1 

a3 0 1 1 1 0 1 

a4 0 1 1 1 0 0.9 

a5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

a6 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Comprehensive Concordance Index 

This index is computed according to equation 23.  Table 14 summarizes the values for the 

comprehensive concordance indices. 

Table 14: Comprehensive concordance matrix 

C (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 1 0.6 0.6 0.4 1 0.76 

a2 0.68 1 0.8 0.6 0.6 1 

a3 0.6 0.832 1 0.8 0.8 1 

a4 0.6 1 1 1 0.6 0.98 

a5 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.4 1 0.76 

a6 0.8 0.8 0.628 0.4 1 1 

 

The Fuzzy Outranking Relation 

Since it wasn’t defined any veto threshold, the discordance index will not be computed. Consequently, 

the credibility index is equal to the comprehensive concordance index. Table 15 summarizes the 

values obtained for the credibility indices. 

Table 15: Credibility matrix 

σ (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 1 0.6 0.6 0.4 1 0.76 

a2 0.68 1 0.8 0.6 0.6 1 

a3 0.6 0.832 1 0.8 0.8 1 

a4 0.6 1 1 1 0.6 0.98 

a5 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.4 1 0.76 

a6 0.8 0.8 0.628 0.4 1 1 
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The Ranking Algorithm 

In this stage the two complete pre-orders will be computed, as described in subsection 2.3.7. 

According to the credibility matrix obtained in Table 15, the ranking algorithm can be applied in case of 

Descending Distillation as follows: 

Let !! = ! = !!, !!, !!, !!, !!, !! , and ! !! = !×!! + ! = −0.15×!! + 0.30 

 

Distillation 1 

Step1: let ! = 0; !! = !, then the !! = !"# !,!  ∈ !! ! !, ! = 1, and  

!! = !"# ! !,! !!!!! !!
!,!  ∈ !!

! !, ! = 0.832 

Once !! − ! !! = 1 − −0.15×1 + 0.30 = 0.85, and 0.832 is the richest credibility degree lower than 

0.85. 

For the first step of the first distillation, the only arcs considered are the ones that satisfy the equation 

26. Hence, the crispy outranking matrix is defined in Table 16. 

Table 16: Crispy outranking matrix (Dist. 1, Step 1) 

 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

a1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

a2 0 0 0 0 0 1 

a3 0 0 0 0 0 1 

a4 0 1 1 0 0 1 

a5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

a6 0 0 0 0 1 0 

 

Thus, for each one of the alternatives, the power, the weakness and the qualification are computed. 

These are summarized in Table 17. 
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Table 17: Power, weakness and qualification (Dist. 1, Step 1) 

 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 

!! - power 1 1 1 3 0 1 

!! - weakness 0 1 1 0 2 3 

!! - qualification 1 0 0 3 -2 -2 

 

The maximum !!–qualification is 3. The only alternative that has the maximum qualification is !!, then 

!! = !! , meaning that the considered alternative is the best ranked one according to the descending 

distillation. 

For the next distillation !! = !! ∖ !! = !!, !!, !!, !!, !! . 

 

Distillation 2 

Step 1: The fuzzy outranking matrix is defined now only for alternatives in !! (see Table 18). 

Table 18: Credibility matrix (Dist. 2, Step 1) 

σ (..,..) a1 a2 a3 a5 a6 

a1 1 0.6 0.6 1 0.76 

a2 0.68 1 0.8 0.6 1 

a3 0.6 0.832 1 0.8 1 

a5 0.8 0.6 0.6 1 0.76 

a6 0.8 0.8 0.628 1 1 

 

let ! = 0; !! = !!, then the !! = !"# !,!  ∈ !! ! !, ! = 1, and  

!! = !"# ! !,! !!!!! !!
!,!  ∈ !!

! !, ! = 0.832 

Once !! − ! !! = 1 − −0.15×1 + 0.30 = 0.85, and 0.832 is the richest credibility degree lower than 

0.85. 
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Again, for the first step of the first distillation, the only arcs considered are the ones that satisfy the 

equation 26. Hence, the crispy outranking matrix is defined in Table 19. 

Table 19: Crispy outranking matrix (Dist. 2, Step 1) 

 a1 a2 a3 a5 a6 

a1 0 0 0 1 0 

a2 0 0 0 0 1 

a3 0 0 0 0 1 

a5 0 0 0 0 0 

a6 0 0 0 1 0 

 

Thus, for each one of the alternatives, the power, the weakness and the qualification are computed 

and summarized in Table 20. 

Table 20: Power, weakness and qualification (Dist. 2, Step 1) 

 a1 a2 a3 a5 a6 

!! - power 1 1 1 0 1 

!! - weakness 0 0 0 2 2 

!! - qualification 1 1 1 -2 -1 

 

The maximum !!–qualification is 1. Hence, !! = !!, !!, !! .  

Step 2: let ! = 1 ; !! = !! = !!, !!, !! , then the fuzzy outranking matrix is defined only for 

alternatives in !! (see Table 21). 

From the first step, !! = !"# ! !, ! = 0.832, then 

!! = !"# ! !,! !!!!! !!
!,!  ∈ !!

! !, ! = 0.628 

Once !! − ! !! = 0.832 − −0.15×0.832 + 0.30 = 0.657, and 0.628 is the richest credibility degree 

lower than 0.657. 
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Table 21: Credibility matrix (Dist. 2, Step 2) 

σ (..,..) a1 a2 a3 

a1 1 0.6 0.6 

a2 0.68 1 0.8 

a3 0.6 0.832 1 

 

Consequently, and taking into account the conditions presented in equation 26, the crispy outranking 

matrix is defined as follows: 

Table 22: Crispy outranking matrix (Dist. 2, Step 2) 

 a1 a2 a3 

a1 0 0 0 

a2 0 0 0 

a3 0 0 0 

 

Thus, for each one of the alternatives, the power, the weakness and the qualification are computed 

and summarized in Table 23. 

Table 23: Power, weakness and qualification (Dist. 2, Step 2) 

 a1 a2 a3 

!! - power 0 0 0 

!! - weakness 0 0 0 

!! - qualification 0 0 0 

 

The maximum !!–qualification is 0. All the alternatives assume the same qualification value then, the 

second equivalence class is !! = !!, !!, !! . It means that the considered ones appear in second 

place of best-ranked alternatives according to the descending distillation. 

For the next distillation !! = !! ∖ !! = !!, !! . 
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Distillation 3 

Step 1: The fuzzy outranking matrix is defined now only for alternatives in !! (Table 24). 

Table 24: Credibility matrix (Dist. 3, Step 1) 

σ (..,..) a5 a6 

a5 1 0.76 

a6 1 1 

 

let ! = 0; !! = !!, then the !! = !"# !,!  ∈ !! ! !, ! = 1, and  

!! = !"# ! !,! !!!!! !!
!,!  ∈ !!

! !, ! = 0.832 

Once !! − ! !! = 1 − −0.15×1 + 0.30 = 0.85, and 0.832 is the richest credibility degree lower than 

0.85.  

Hence, the crispy outranking matrix obtained is the following: 

Table 25: Crispy outranking matrix (Dist. 3, Step 1) 

 a5 a6 

a5 0 0 

a6 1 0 

 

Thus, the power, the weakness and the qualification are computed for both alternatives and it is 

summarized in Table 26. 

Table 26: Power, weakness and qualification (Dist. 3, Step 1) 

 a5 a6 

!! - power 0 1 

!! - weakness 1 0 

!! - qualification -1 1 
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The maximum !!–qualification obtained is 1. The only alternative that has the maximum qualification is 

!!, then !! = !! .  

Since !! = !! ∖ !! = !! , the last equivalence class is !! = !! . In this way, all the alternatives are 

ranked, which denote the end of the descending distillation process.  

The ranking of the descending distillation process is represented in Figure 18. 

Applying the same logic, but now for the ascending distillation process, it is obtained the ranking 

represented in Figure 18. 

Hence, by intersecting the two complete pre-orders generated, it is obtained the final partial pre-order 

of concrete vibrators (see Figure 19). 

▪ !! ≻ !! (action !! is strictly or weakly preferred over action !!) once, 

!! ≻!! !! ⋀ !!!!!!!  
▪ !! ≻ !!, !! (action !! is strictly or weakly preferred over action !! !"# !!) once, 

!! ≻!! !! ⋀ !! ≻!! !!  ⋀ !!!!!!! ⋀ !!!!!!!   
▪ !!!!! (action !! is indifferent to action !!) once, 

!!!!!!! ⋀ !!!!!!!  

▪ !!, !! ≻ !! (action !! !"# !! is strictly or weakly preferred over action !!) once, 

!! ≻!! !! ⋀ !! ≻!! !!  ⋀ !! ≻!! !! ⋀ !! ≻!! !!  

▪ !! ≻ !! (action !! is strictly or weakly preferred over action !!) once, 

!!  ≻!! !! ⋀ !! ≻!! !!  

 

Figure 18: a) Ranking with descending distillation of concreate vibrators; b) Ranking with ascending 

distillation of concrete vibrators 

a) b) 

a1,$a2,$a3$
$

a4$
$

a6$
$

a5$
$

!a2,!a3!
!

a1,!a4!
!

a6!
!

a5!
!
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Figure 19: Complete final pre-order of concrete vibrators 
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